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OPEN SOURCE URBANIMS: Prototype > Replicate > Adopt
URBANecology // THE 10 MILE GARDEN
# PROTOTYPE
The 10 MILE GARDEN, proposed for the Urban Prototyping event in October
hydrant sites of the neighborhood were activated on a temporary basis. The
project consisted of three components:
a) Physical intervention in order to identify the sites and to create a new
mental map;
hydrant sites through citizens and neighborhood organizations.

# REPLICATE
Every American city consists of infrastructural layers, among which a netcities. Though the footprint (which, depending on city code, is limited to 6x6
or 8x8 feet) is of small-scale, its repetition and networked character carries
the potential for a new ecologically-active layer.

# ADOPT
Potential Infrastructural Application: While budgetary reasons may limit the
integrated early into the design process. This would foster a new green infrastructure. The biggest potential for THE 10 MILE GARDEN is its implementation in new master plans. Fire hydrant sites could operate as a network of
connected bio-swales or mini gardens that not only add green spaces to the
city but also create a new water system in support of the urban ecology.

URBANplay // The INSTANT [play]GROUND
# PROTOTYPE
The INSTANT[play]GROUND as developed for the UP event was a portable
tool and catalytic agent in which a series of sites could be activated by the
instant deployment of the urban game. The project was developed through
three main components:
from one site to another.
b) A tool-kit composed by the playground (constructed and existing urban
stant) with a Rule Set able to choreograph the user’s interaction with the
game.
c) A Digital interface acting as a permanent repository of the temporary (play)
scapes produces game travel to different sites enabling contact with different
players and audiences.

# REPLICATE
The IpG project has the potential of transforming many urban sites in different and diverse cities without any preparatory infrastructure. The game can
be adopted by any type of user (from the individual to the collective organizaand open source participation. When IpG occurs the site fostering the game
is immediately generating a transitory public node and aggregation.

# ADOPT
The project could become a permanent activator for already existing or new
urban playgrounds or in general for sites that have been neglected, unused
ate a public node; it can also potentially layer over any type of existing urbanplay site to open up possibilities of long-term master plan implementations.
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